Calcium balance changes in tip growing plant cells under clinorotation.
Calcium is known to play an important role in the regulation of cellular processes as a secondary messenger in signal transduction to a specific response in all eucaryotic cells. Its messenger role is realized by transient changes in the Ca2+ cytosolic concentration induced by variety of external stimuli such as light, hormones and gravity. Recent findings claim the modifications in a calcium balance in plant cells in microgravity and under clinorotation reproducing partially the microgravity effect. Based on these data, the hypothesis is proposed that Ca2+ level changes can trigger the rearrangements in cell metabolism occurring in the conditions of altered gravity. However, the methods used in previous works permit only to determine the relative quantity of intracellular membrane-bound calcium and to observe the localization of free Ca2+. Therefore, it is of essential interest to measure the concentration of free calcium ions ([Ca2+]i) in plant cells under the influence of altered gravity. In this paper results from measurements of the [Ca2+]i in plant cells under clinorotation will be reviewed and discussed in an effort to examine their effectiveness, causes and consequences.